In this paper we tested a computer-based procedure for assessing very concise summaries (50 words) using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) combined with four expert human judgments and two types of text (narrative and expository). LSA was used to estimate semantic similarity using six different methods: four holistic (summary-text, summary-summaries, summary-expert summaries and pre-graded -ungraded summary) and two componential methods (summary-sentence text, and summary-main sentence text). A total of 390 Spanish middle grade students (14-16 years old) and six experts read a narrative or expository text and later summarized it. In spite of the fact that results supported the viability of developing a computerized assessment tool using human judgments and LSA, human reliability-LSA was higher in the narrative text than in the expository, and LSA correlated more with human content ratings than with human coherence ratings. Finally, holistic methods were found to be more reliable than componential methods analyzed in this study.
Discourse research has provided an increasingly precise understanding of the factors that influence the comprehension of written material, such as its structure or the role played by the reader's previous knowledge. New tools have recently been developed, such as LSA, which could mean an important advance in discourse research. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is an automatic statistical method for representing the meaning of words and test passages. A primary method for using LSA to make predictions as to the coherence of the text is to compare some units of a piece of information (sentence, paragraph, summary or whole text) and an adjoining unit of the text to determine the degree to which the two are semantically related. The basic idea behind LSA is that the contexts in which words appear and do not appear give sufficient constraints that allow one to estimate the similarity between them. Thus, LSA provides a measure of the similarity between different linguistic units. In fact, LSA permits comparison of semantic similarity between different pieces of textual information such as sentence, paragraphs (Foltz, 1996; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer 1998; Landauer & Psotka, 2000) as well as summaries (Foltz, 1996; Kintsch, Steinhart, Stahl & LSA research group, 2000) .
LSA is both a method for extracting and representing word meanings from a large corpus of text as well as a theory of knowledge representation (Landauer & Dumais, 1997) . Although LSA as a theory of knowledge representation has been discussed by different authors (e.g., Glenberg & Robertson, 2000; Perfetti, 1998) , there is an emergent body of evidence supporting the reliabilityof LSA as a tool for evaluating the semantic relatedness between units of discourse, as well as the reliability of LSA when compared to human judgments of documents in terms of similarity (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; . For example, LSA-generated cosines have been tested on a large number of essays over a diverse field of topics obtaining a high correlation with human assessments , as well as with students applying to college who are taking the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL; . Likewise, LSA has been used to determine the coherence of texts (Foltz, Kintsch, & Landauer, 1998) . Lastly, others authors have successfully used LSA with verbal protocols and reading strategies (Magliano, Wiemer-Hastings, K., Millis, Muñoz, & McNamara, 2002; Millis, Kim, Todaro, Magliano, Wiemer-Hastings, K., & McNamara, 2004) and also in a computerized tutor called AutoTutor (Graesser, Wiemer-Hastings, P., Wiemer-Hastings, K., Harter, Person, & the TRG, 2000) .
The Importance of a Short Summary
One of the areas of text comprehension research which has most interested psychologists and researchers into discourse concerns the processes that occur during the comprehension and summarizing phases. Comprehension and summarizing are two concepts very closed related. In fact, some authors (e.g. Palinscar and Brown, 1984) suggested that if you are not able to summarize a passage, then you have not understood it. A generally acknowledged tendency consists of habitually using the summary in order to emphasize and organize the most relevant content of the text. Although the summary concept is imprecise, the summaries themselves hold a significant place in scientific texts while their effectiveness in improving comprehension and recall is generally recognized (Hartley & Trueman 1983; Kintsch, E. et al., 2000; León & Carretero, 1995) . So, when we summarize a passage, we tend to form a nucleus of information, a core concept which represents a general vision of the text in a coherent way. Ability to synthesis and coherence are two key aspects in a good summary.
In order to summarize a text, the reader must read and comprehend the material, isolate the main ideas, and convey those ideas succinctly. In general, we can assume that a summary is a concise statement of the most important information in a text. It should describe most of the main ideas (or main topics) in the text. The ability to be concise is very important in some areas (e.g., submitting a scientific article, proposal for meetings or conference where it is usually required a 75 words or less abstract). This task is very complicated, because clearly involves deeper processing than simply reading a text, including writing strategies such as generalization, synthesis, and maintaining coherence (e.g., Brown and Day, 1983; van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983) . This is especially important in educational (e.g., reading and writing strategies training or in assessment education), as well as professional contexts (e.g., e-learning assessment).
The term "coherence" is central to discourse comprehension as well as in a summary.
Coherence is accepted as a main characteristic of the reader's mental representation of text content.
Coherence relations are constructed in the mind of the reader and depend on the skills and knowledge that the reader brings to the situation (Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994) . A summary would be considered as reflecting how coherent (or incoherent) an idea the reader has of the text. In order to summarize well, a reader would first perceive a text as coherent and secondly he/she would ensure that the ideas conveyed in the text hang together in a meaningful, organized and synthetic manner. This analysis requires differing integrated levels of representation, such as text-based (topics and ideas from the text) and situational models (the reader's prior knowledge). As a result, summarization is a highly effective means for constructing and integrating new knowledge. There are many aspects of discourse that contribute to coherence including co-referencing, causal relations, connectives, and signals. It is highly correlated with other coherence factors such as causal relations found in the text (Fletcher, Chrysler, van den Broek, Deaton, & Bloom, 1995; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek, 1984) .
The potential for summarization is high, because requires active meaning construction much more so than choosing the best response from a set of choices, or even than writing short answers to isolated questions. Perhaps for this reason, summarizing would be a more authentic methods for assessing what readers do and do not understand than traditional comprehension tests, as some authors suggest (e.g., Kintsch et al., 2000) .
A Step Forward in the Assessment of the Reliability of LSA As a Method for Grading Text Summaries
Summarization is considered a useful method of comparing LSA cosines and human graders in the assessment of student summaries. For example, Kintsch, et al. (2000) compared LSA scores with human graders in students summarized texts (from 5 th grade students with an average length of between 250 and 350 words) in two different ways. In a first comparison they derived the LSA cosine between the student summary and the text the students had read, obtaining correlation between the teacher grade and the LSA r = 0.64. In a second comparison, they assessed whether LSA could match a given sentence to a particular section of the source text as well as two human graders. LSA agreed with the first grader on 84.9%, and with the second grader on 83.2% of occasions. Kintsch et al. (2000) conclude that LSA scores are quite comparable to how an experienced teacher ratings these summaries and that LSA performs almost as well as humans in determining the source of knowledge for a given sentence.
In this paper we wanted to address several questions that we think are important for increasing the evidence in favor of LSA as a method for assessing text summaries quality. There are three main goals that we want to go in depth in this study. They are as follows:
1) How reliable is the LSA's assessments when the length of the summaries is reduced to 50 words in contrast with other studies? An important question would be whether the length of the summary is determinant in assessing the quality of a summary in relation to its LSA cosine. In previous studies (e.g. Kintsch et al., 2000) researchers have taken summaries with a length of between 250 and 350. What would occur if we reduced the length of summary (around 50 words) and asked students for more conceptualisation? Are the LSA ratings reliable?
2) What is the reliability of the LSA's short summary assessment in narrative vs expository texts? There are some reasons to think that the summarization of narrative texts differs from summarization of expository ones, although the explanation of these differences is still under discussion. Some authors propose that readers spontaneously set in motion different patterns of activation or inference according to the type of text (Einstein, Mc Daniel, Owen, & Cote, 1990; León, Escudero, & van den Broek, 2003) . Whereas narrative texts convey information about familiar events and situations in a predictable manner, expository texts, by their very nature, often expose readers to new information. Differences between types of texts have also been explained by the existence of different modes of cognitive functioning that correlates with two differing types of text: narrative and expository (e.g., Bruner, 1986; Escudero, 2004; Goldman & Bisanz, 2002; León & Peñalba, 2002; León & Slisko, 2000; Martins, 2002; Polkinghorne, 1988) . Whereas narrative looks for particular connections between facts, an expository style tends, on the contrary, towards the search for true, universal conditions. The narrative form usually reflects reasons, the actions of a protagonist and the problems of daily life or fiction, and is heavily influenced by the temporary relation that regulates the attainment of the different facts or actions. In contrast, the expository mode frequently features the conceptualization of ideas, explicitly specified rhetorical organization, a context-bound terminology, and technical uses of terms. Expository discourse structure represents text types that offer conceptualizations of knowledge or ways to build knowledge (Kucan & Beck, 1996 summaries. LSA has been tested by using a variety number of methods. In a series of studies, tested LSA on a large number of essays over a diverse range of topics (psychology, biology, history) where LSA had been used to assign holistic qualitative scores to written answers to essay questions. used five different methods. We compare these methods, some of them with little variations from the originals, and another applied by Kintsch, E. et al. (2000) .
The Study
In this study, we are using LSA as a procedure to estimate the semantic similarity between sets of summaries and text and not as a theory of knowledge representation. For the objectives of this study, LSA´s assessment to simulate human judgments about summaries has been tested in six different ways. We followed the methods applied by others authors (e.g., Foltz, Gilliam & Kendall, 2000; Kintsch, E. et al. 2000; . These researchers have distinguished between holistic (H) and componential or analytic methods (C) whilst all of these methods except one have been used to score essays. The main differences that exist between holistic and componential methods are based on how they grade the summaries. While holistic methods provide an overall scoring of the summary based on their similarity to the global text, or expert summary, componential methods provide scores calculating the similarity to multiple components of the summary (for example, sentence by sentence, coherence, content or main topics).
According to Foltz et al. (2000) each approach would have different advantages. While the holistic method can typically provide a more accurate measure of the overall summary quality, the componential scoring method can provide a more specific detail about what components of the summary were scored better. In this study we selected six different methods, four holistic and two componential methods. We will describe them succinctly below.
Method H1. Summary-Text. This holistic method consists of comparing each student's summary with all text that were read in terms of the cosine. So, the higher the cosine between subjects and text is, the better the quality of the summary will be. This method has been applied by Kintsch, E. et al. (2000) using summarization tasks in their Summary Street program.
Method H2. Summary-Summaries. A second holistic method consists of analysing summaries produced by students to establish similarities among all of them. Each summary is assigned its average cosine compared to the rest, meaning that the summary most similar to the rest of the summaries would be the highest evaluated, the second most similar summary would be the second better evaluated and so forth. used a similar method, but they applied the matrix of distances (1-cosine) in student essays instead. The matrix of distances between all essays was "unfolded" to the single dimension that best reconstructed all the distances, and the point of an essay along this dimension taken as the measure of its quality.
Method H3. Summary-Expert summaries.
A third holistic method that consists of assessing student summaries by comparing them with the expert summary. Thus, the student summary that is most similar to the expert one would be evaluated as the best, as being of the highest quality. In our study, six summaries written by experts were chosen as a standard (taking an average of them), and each student summary score was computed as its LSA cosine with the standard. Similar method was used by in student essays.
Method H4. Pre-graded summary -ungraded summary. This final holistic method
consists of evaluating first a sample of summaries by different graders. A sample of summaries was first graded by instructors (100), then the cosine between each ungraded summary and each pre-graded summary was computed, with the new summary assigned the average of a small set of closely similar ones (10), weighted by their similarity. The main strength of this method is that it considers human judgments as a starting phase. This method has been applied by in students' essays.
Method C1. Summary-sentence text. This componential method consists of examining the subject's summary with each sentence in the text that was read. The computed cosine is thus the average cosine between the subject's summary and all the sentences from the text.
Method C2. Summary-Main sentence text. This last componential method is very similar
to the previous one. It consists of computing and averaging the cosines between each sentence in a student's summary and a set of sentences from the original text that experts considered to be of importance. This method has been applied by in students' essays.
The Spanish LSA corpus used in this study
The Spanish LSA database built for this project contains documents pertaining to general topics taken from internet resources, including textbooks, online encyclopedias, newspapers, and literary books. Altogether, there were 2.059.234 documents (i.e. paragraphs) including 1.661.954 different terms (without syntax parsing) with the corpus finally set at 337 dimensions. We evaluated the performance of LSA spaces by comparing the cosines to human ratings and to this corpus space at the University of Colorado website (http://lsa.colorado.edu/).
Summary materials and human expert ratings procedure
The summaries used for this evaluation were taken from León et al. (2004) . The summaries were obtained from 390 students attending middle/high school (14 -16 years old) and six from experts (PhD students). These summaries reflected content from the text and the prior knowledge of the reader, depending on his/her ability and knowledge. They were hand coded by four training graders who were trained for four months. They scored each summary independently into two scales:
One for the content (0-4 point scale), and other for the coherent (0-6 point scale), as explained below.
The procedure for summaries and human expert assessments collection was as follows:
Narrative text.
Participants.
One hundred and ninety eight students from middle/high school (14-16 years old) and six experts (4 PhD students and two teachers) from the Autonoma University of Madrid participated voluntarily in this study.
Materials.

A Spanish folktale analyzed by León and colleagues in an extensive study into Reading
Literacy (León & Reading Literacy Research Group, 2004 ) was used in this study: "La Leyenda del
Algarrobo" (The Carob Tree Legend). This narrative has a length of 402 words and required prior general knowledge in order to understand it.
Procedure.
Each participant read the text (self-paced reading) in a quite lab room. This required the participants to read the text and answer two multiple-choice comprehension questions and make a concise summary with a maximum of 50 words (a four-line summary). We chose this short summary for two principal reasons: to analyze the various participants' (middle/high school) ability to sum up the text as well as to analyze how LSA cosine assesses such types of concise summaries. It should be noted that previous studies (e.g., Kintsch, E. et al., 2000) promote the use of summaries of between 250 and 350 words (5 th grade students). For our study the participants had a maximum of fifteen minutes to complete the summary. They were also instructed that it was important to understand the text because they would be answering questions after reading it.
Human Expert Assessment.
Four PhD students were trained for four months in assessment summaries. This training was performed using different types of texts (narrative, expository, and argumentative) following the criteria described in León & RLRG (2004) . The evaluation of the summaries was divided into two parts.
The first corresponded to the content of the text and was evaluated on a rating scale from 0 to 4, depending on the four main topics of the text: introduction, problem, planning and resolution. The second related to a measure of coherence ranging from 0 (incoherent) to 6 (highly coherent). The measure of coherence involved causal relations, topics and main ideas relationships, and use of connectives.
Each grader rated each summary individually and alone, their ratings being recorded in a statistical package (SPSS). These were then were compared with the LSA cosines applying the six methods described above.
Expository text.
Participants.
One hundred ninety two Madrid students from middle/high school (14-16 years old) participated voluntarily in this study.
Materials and procedure.
An expository text analyzed by León and colleagues in an extensive study into Reading
Literacy (León & RLRG, 2004 ) was used in this study: "Los Árboles Estranguladores" (The Strangler Trees). This expository text was extracted from a general encyclopedia adapted to the general reading skill of all participants. It contained 500 words and also required prior general knowledge, whilst procedure was identical to that used in the narrative study.
Human Expert Assessment.
The four PhD students that analyzed the narrative text also evaluated expository summaries. The criteria applied in assessing them was similar to that used for narrative texts. It was divided into two parts. The first considered content and was evaluated on a rating scale from 0 to 4, depending on the four main topics of the text: The problem of environmental adaptation due to absence of light, description of this type of tree, the consequences of their development, and the area where they grow. The second corresponded to a measure of coherence ranging from 0 (incoherent) to 6 (highly coherent). This measure of coherence involved causal relations, topics and main idea relationships, use of connectives, and the absence of syntactic redundancy. As a preview study, each grader rated each summary individually and alone, with each score compared to the LSA cosines, by applying the six methods described before.
LSA Assessment.
As we referred to earlier, we selected six different methods, four holistic (H1, summary- 
-Analysis of correlations between LSA cosine and human experts ratings
In the narrative text correlations between LSA and graders were obtained for each method (see Table 1 ). All the correlations were positive and statistically significant (p<.001). For the six methods, all the correlations between grader ratings and LSA cosines were similar, thus, all methods work in a similar manner. In particular, holistic methods are comparable with componential methods in the narrative text. The correlations found are comparable with those found by Kintsch et al. (2000) with texts pertaining to ancient civilizations.
[Insert We found these results in the correlations between LSA cosine and components of assessment (content and coherence): In the narrative text there were always significant positive relationship between grader ratings and LSA cosines derived with each method. The average correlation between human content ratings and LSA was .58, and between human coherence ratings and LSA was .42. Correlations were greater between content ratings and the LSA cosine than between coherence ratings and the LSA cosine. In the expository text, there was always a significant positive relationship between grader ratings and LSA cosines derived from the first five methods. The six method showed a non-significant correlation between coherence-LSA for grader 3. The cosine in six method gave lower correlations than the others. In fact, this data is also reflected in the two componential methods. As with previous data, holistic methods were more reliable than componential methods in the expository text in all cases studied. The average correlation between human content ratings and LSA was .35, and between human coherence ratings LSA was .35. Correlations were similar between human content ratings and LSA and human coherence ratings and LSA. In order to examine the differences between texts, methods and components of assessment an ANOVA test was applied.
-Analysis of variance on correlational data.
In order to compare all this correlational data and to be able to draw conclusions from them we have performed an ANOVA 6 (Methods) by 2 (Type of text, expository and narrative) by 2 (Type of assessment, coherence and content). This ANOVA allows us to answer the three main questions mentioned above: 1) Is the LSA's assessments reliable when the length of the summaries is reduced to 50 words?; 2) Is the LSA a reliable tool in assessing summaries for narrative and expository texts?; and 3) Does the quality of the six methods differ for assesing content and coherence? The results will be described by referencing to figures 1 and 2.
[Insert figure 1 about here]
[Insert figure 2 about here]
Comparison of texts (Narrative and Expository).
We found differences in the magnitude of correlation between texts. The correlations between human ratings and LSA cosines were found to be higher in narrative text than in expositive text, F(1,72) = 191.18, MSE = .003, p < .001 Thus, the human reliability -LSA was higher in the narrative text than in the expository text.
Comparison of the six methods.
We found differences in the magnitude of correlation between the methods F(5,72) = 17.34, MSE = .051, p < .001. The results showed that H2 (summary-summaries), H3 (summary-expert summaries) and H4 (pre-graded -ungraded summaries) were the three best methods. H1 (Summarytext) was somewhat worse than H4 (pre-graded -ungraded summary). Finally, the two methods that behaved worst were the componential methods.
Comparison of assessment components.
We found differences in the magnitude of correlation between assessment components F(1,72) = 57.66, MSE = .168, p < .001. The results showed that LSA correlates more with human content ratings than with human coherence ratings. In other words, the similarity between human ratings and LSA cosine is greater for content than for coherence.
Comparison of text type and the various assessment components.
There was an interaction effect between assessment components X type of text, F(1, 72) = 51.52, MSE = .003, p < .001. Whereas in the expository text there was no difference in average correlations between human content and human coherence ratings, in the narrative text the difference was statistically significant. LSA detected the content summaries better than the students' coherence summaries in the narrative text. These data are coincident to the human ratings related to their assessment in content and coherence, where the interrater reliabilities were higher for content than for coherences in the narrative text.
Comparison of text type and method type.
An interaction effect was found between X method text type, F(5, 72) = 29.34, MSE = .086, p < .001. In the narrative text there were not differences between average correlations for all the six methods (see figure 3 ) -the six methods were seen as being equally reliable. However, in the expository text there were differences between average correlations for the six methods. The results found three different means groups. A first meaning related to C1 (summary-sentence text) and C2
(summary-main sentence text) methods showing the lowest average correlations with human ratings, with both methods being componential. A second meaning focused on H1 (summary-text) and H2 (summary-summaries) methods, where they showed higher correlations with human ratings. Finally, H3
(summary-expert summaries) and H4 (pre-graded-ungraded) methods had the greatest correlations with human ratings. Contrary to what occurred in the narrative text, where the different methods were similar to human judgments, in the expository text the method selected is a critical issue because reliability differs, depending on the method.
[Insert figure 3 about here]
Comparison between method type on each type of assessment component.
An interactive effect was found between X method assessment components, F(5, 72) = 3.55, MSE = .010, p < .05. The interaction effect was observed due to the statistically significant difference between average correlations for content and coherences in all methods, except in the H4
(pre-graded -ungraded summary) method.
Discussion of ANOVA on correlational data
In general, these results show that assessment made based on semantic similarity was well in line with human assessment. Semantic similarity came from comparing the summary to the text, to summaries made by experts, to the remaining summaries or, in the case of the componential methods, to the sentences of the text. Therefore, semantic relationships appear as an indicator of great importance when evaluating summary quality. These results also show that with summaries of a maximum of only 50 words, some LSA methods give correlations with judges similar to others found in previous research (Kintsch, E. et al., 2000) . In this study the correlation was 0.64. This fact is especially reflected in the H4 (pre-graded -ungraded summary method) whose average correlation with human judges was 0.54.
This method differs from the remaining ones in that it works based on previous evaluations made by humans on some summaries.
The H3 (summary-expert summaries) method had an average correlation of 0.52 with the human judges, less than the one obtained by Kintsch, E. et al. (2000) , where the correlation between the teacher grade and the LSA cosine was 0.64. Also, it is worth considering that this method compared the summaries with those made by the six experts. Since the summary can reflect something subjective on the part of the reader, this method takes into account the six expert summaries and were not comparisons based on the mental representation of only one expert.
H3 and H4 LSA methods have been shown to be reasonably valid methods according to previous studies that used LSA ratings (Kintsch et al., 2000) . These results are especially valid if we compared with results obtained by Redher, Schreiner, Wolfe, Laham, and Kintsch (1998) . These authors found that the accuracy gained in the proportion of variance accounted when predicting pre-questionnaire scores in essays with 200 words was five times more than in essays with 50 words.
Nevertheless, our results obtained in H3 and H4 methods are worse (0.52 average LSA correlations) than obtained by expert human ratings (average of 0,78). In spite of this, the high reliability between
humans ratings yet reflects that LSA is a reliable tool in assessing short summaries.
Moreover, taking these ANOVA results globally, we can see that correlations between LSA and human experts were higher for narrative texts than for expository. This happened mainly because four out of the six methods performed worse with expository text than with narrative text. Only H3 (summary-expert summaries) and H4 (pre-graded-ungraded summary) methods performed equally well on both types of text. Also, it is worth mentioning that all six methods were equally good for narrative text, and there were no differences with holistic and componential methods. On the contrary, H3 (summary-expert summaries) and H4 (pre-graded-ungraded summary) methods were significantly better than the other four methods for the expository text. Furthermore, the other two holistic methods H1 (summary-text) and H2 (summary-summaries) were better than componential methods.
The data suggests that LSA evaluated better on content than coherence in the narrative text, however, in the expository text there were no differences between them. Moreover, while five methods assessed better content than coherence with significant differences, H4 (pre-graded-ungraded summary) method gave the same assesses for the two types of assessment component.
Regarding to the question about which is the best method, the conclusion must consider the interaction effect between method and type of text, and the interaction effect between method and type of assessment component.
Although such analysis serves to compare differing methods, it is possible that all methods have some elements in common as all are similarly evaluating the same content. In order to be able to evaluate what these methods share and what they measure independently, it is necessary to perform a regression analysis in which we evaluate that proportion of the variance of the human expert judgments that each explains independently. These analysis answer the second part of our third main question.
4) Regression analysis Narrative Text
Eight stepwise regression models were performed on the data in order to evaluate how the different methods account for an independent proportion of the variance of expert's content and coherence ratings. Four stepwise regression models were made to predict content -one for each graderand four models were made to predict coherence. Independent variables were the six methods used in our study.
All the six methods individually considered are statistically significant in the prediction of dependent variables. However, when we introduce some methods into the model, the relationship between them and dependent variables disappears because they do not make a unique contribution beyond what they share with the methods already included. Table 3 shows the coefficients of the methods included in the final regression models, the statistical significant of the models and the proportion of variance accounted of expert's content (R 2 ).
[Insert table 3 about here]
These results reveal some interesting aspects. In general, they show that in the narrative text, the six methods contribute more to predict content than to predict coherence. Proportions of the variance accounted for content were from 38% to 46%, and from 18% to 29% for coherence. These data are consistent with the tendency obtained by interrater reliability of the graders' ratings (as content ranged from .81 to .86, and from .66 to .75 for coherence).
A second interesting piece of data is that in all regressions analyzed, the pre-gradedungraded method showed positive and significant regression coefficients as to the prediction of the content as well as coherence. Table 3 also shows that summary-summaries method was included to predict three content judges assessments. Summary-sentence text method was included twice in the model to predict coherence. Thus, holistic and componential methods are relevant methods that contribute to explain expert's content.
The pre-graded -ungraded method appears as the most stable and significant among all the methods in both content and coherence. If we took the data in relation to the content and to the coherence, it can be said that in addition to this method, the Summary-summaries method is the one that contributes most to explain the variance of content. However, in relation to coherence, the componential method 5 is the one that predicts better the variance. Finally, holistic methods explain a larger proportion of variance for coherence and content than componential methods in narrative texts.
Expository text
We performed eight stepwise regression models in order to evaluate how the different methods account for an independent proportion of the variance of expert's content and coherent ratings.
Four of them were carried out to predict content, and the other four models were performed to predict coherence. Independent variables were the six methods used in this study (see table 4 ).
[Insert table 4 about here]
In the expository text, the proportion of variance that accounted for content was from 22% to 35%, and for coherence, from 23% to 50%. These results show that in the expository text the six methods contribute more to predict coherence than to predict content. In all regression analysis the pre graded-ungraded method showed positive and significant regression coefficients to the prediction of the content and coherence as in the narrative text.
The results were similar to those found with narrative texts. However, contrary to what occurs with narrative text, the regression weight of method 4 reflects greater importance in predicting the dependent variable. The summary-expert summaries method was included to predict content and coherence, with grader assessments being the second most important method of the regression model.
Another difference with respect to the narrative text is that while all holistic methods were included in at least one regression model, componential methods were not included in the regression models analyzed. Thus, componential methods do not contribute to predicting the dependent variable in the expository text. The differences found between the narrative and expository texts are consistent with the results found in the ANOVA. Another significant fact is that method 3 appears together with method 4 in four of the eight regression models, becoming the second more important method when predicting the content and the coherence. The methods 1 and 2 appear only twice in the regression models.
Therefore, the results in the expository text were consistent with those found in the ANOVAs. There, the methods 3 and 4 were those that resembled the human opinions most and in the regression they are those that contribute most weight to predict human trials.
The results of the regression analysis highlight the versatility of LSA in assessing summaries. For example, it shows how there are methods such as the pre-graded method that stay stable and consistent independently of the texts, the human expert judgment of the different human experts and the type evaluation (content and coherence). Furthermore, LSA is also sensitive to each of the studied variables. With regard to holistic and componential methods, the results showed that the former predict expositive texts better while in the narrative text, componential methods were also important. In relation to the judges, it is found that considering one particular judge, LSA is adjusted better to one specific method (judge 3 with method 1). If we refer to content and coherence, for example in the narrative text, method 2 contributes with a significant weighting to predict the human judgments only in content, but in the expositive text, method 3 worked well regardless of content or coherence.
Discussion of the regression analysis results
The The pre graded-ungraded summary method was always part of the regression models.
Also, of the 16 regression models, in all except one it was accompanied by another method in the final equation of the model. Therefore, it seems that the pre graded-ungraded summary method is supplemented with the other ones and it contributes something more when predicting human judgments.
On the contrary, the remaining five methods overlapped much with each other, so they compete in the regression equation until one only enters in it. It is possible that the differential contribution of the pre graded-ungraded summary method is in fact a human pre-evaluation made with some summaries and it is what the method is reflecting. The other five remaining ones, as long as they depend solely on LSA without being mediated by human judgment, explain similar percentages of variance. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that these five methods behave differently with narrative and expository texts. Both the componential and the holistic methods contributed individually to predict human judgments in the narrative text. However, in the expository text any of the componential methods entered in the equation, and the summary-expert summaries method appeared in the equation only 50% of the time. It therefore seems, that to predict the human judgments more appropriately it is possible to use the pre gradedungraded summary method accompanied by a second method.
In general, the average proportion of variance correctly predicted in both texts was 34%, being in some cases up to 50% (the equivalent to the variance shared by two human judges that correlate 0,70 in their judgments). Nevertheless, the regression models predicted content better in the narrative text and coherence in the expository text. It is worth noting that in the ANOVAS it was found that the methods were related more with the human judgment of narrative text. However, the regression analysis showed that combining the two more successful methods the percentage of explained variance of expository texts reached that of narrative text. Or, in other words, the prediction of human judgments by combining several methods improved more in expository text than in narrative ones.
General Conclusions
Our purpose in the research described on this paper was to address several questions regarding the reliability of LSA as a computer-based procedure for assessing summaries of 50 words.
We gathered data from four expert human judges and two types of text (narrative and expository), and six different methods of grade assessment. We expected to find evidence supporting the reliability of LSA as a tool for evaluating the semantic relatedness between units of discourse in some new contexts and with some materials with which has not been confronted before.
An important result found in our study, and one that is related to our first objective, whether the length of the summary is determinant in assessing the quality of a summary in relation to its LSA cosine, our correlations were similar to those found by Kintsch et al. (2000) with texts relating to ancient civilizations with narrative texts. There are two main differences between Kintsch's study and ours. The first is that the length of summaries used in our study is less than 50 words instead of 250-350
words that Kintsch et al. (2000) studied. It is well known that LSA do not work well when the numbers of words is less than 200 words (Redher, Schreiner, Wolfe, Laham, and Kintsch, 1998) . The second difference with Kintsch et al. (2000) study is the academic level, which in our study took students from middle/high school (from 14 to 16 years old) as opposed to fifth grade students (10-11 years old) in the case of Kintsch et al. (2000) . An interpretation of our results would be that restrictions to text length are compensated for by a greater conceptualisation of the summary and by more concentration of key information or main topics contained in the texts. This viewpoint supports the idea that LSA is sensitive to assess semantic information in terms of conceptualisation and abstraction.
Our second objective was to test whether summarization of narrative texts differs from summarization of expository text, and whether the possible differences were detected by LSA. The results showed that there were differences in the way the methods behave with respect to narrative and expository texts. Thus, human reliability-LSA was higher in the narrative text than in the expository text, with similarity between human ratings and LSA cosines being greater for content than for coherence. To our knowledge, there has been only one study in which LSA performance has been compared with narrative and expository texts. Wolfe (2005) has found that in recall tasks, LSA performs better with expository than with narrative texts, but our results showed the opposite pattern.
However, as the author suggested, the genre of a text triggers processing strategies that vary depending on the associations that are relevant to the task that people have to carry out. There are already some studies into literature that have tested how well LSA predict recall performance. For example, Steyvers, Shiffrin, & Nelson (2004) have found that LSA has problems predicting recall data. These authors also suggested that in recall tasks there are some retrieval mechanisms that work in ways that LSA associations cannot explain. Therefore, a question for further research would be to explain these differences found in LSA performance in differing tasks with narrative and expository texts.
Furthermore, it is important to note that we used the maximun number of dimensions available for Spanish language in the LSA space web. We used the corpus finally set at 337 dimensions for the narrative and for expository summaries. Another question arise for a further research: analyze the appropiate number of dimensions that should be used for the better quality assessment in the narrative and expository summaries.
Finally, we come to the question of the relative reliability of the different methods based on LSA for calculating summary quality. Firstly, the comparison among these methods showed that they all behave similarly well with narrative texts, with correlations similar to those found by Kintsch et al. (2000) . However, the componential method clearly performed worse with expository texts. We can express this also by saying that the methods that use text information to evaluate the summaries were worse. The pre-graded -ungraded summary, the Summary -Expert summaries, and the SummarySummaries methods were clearly better. These three methods use only information contained in the summaries to make their evaluations. The three worse methods use information based on the text.
Furthermore, LSA correlates more with the judges' assessments in the content evaluation than in that of coherence with the narrative text. However, with expository text we found the opposite results. As can be seen in figure 1 these differences could be due to how LSA evaluates content in the narrative text.
The evaluations of coherence and content of expository text and the evaluation of coherence of the narrative text are practically same. In fact, differences between coherence and content were not statistically significant.
If this data showed that holistic methods were more reliable than componential methods, it also supports the idea that LSA can provide a more accurate measure of overall summary quality as opposed to giving more specific information as to what components of the summary were scored better.
This viewpoint also suggests that LSA is more sensitive in evaluating how semantic information is processed in terms of conceptualisation and abstraction rather than the componential methods analyzed.
A question that could be asked is whether such methods shared some communality in The results showed that the pre-graded -ungraded summary method accompanied by a second method could be used to predict a large proportion of variance in human judgments.
In overall terms, this data supports the reliability of LSA as a tool for comparing semantic similarity to human judgment in summarization. Furthermore, LSA is able to make similar evaluations of summaries, even though we used summaries as concise as 50 words maximum. Such data however, also suggests that LSA is more than merely a good semantic tool. LSA has obtained successful results in differing types of text. That could mean that LSA is able to detect how human experts assess the quality of summaries. In other words, it seems to have predictive power. However, more research is needed to find out how our results could be used to test LSA as a psychological theory of text comprehension. Although, they are a good starting point for studying how semantic information is processed in terms of conceptualization and abstraction, and not as depending on syntactic or grammatical structure. This is the goal of the research we are conducting based on these data. Table 3 . Stepwise regression models for LSA-based on human ratings of summaries in narrative text. Table 4 . Stepwise regression models for LSA-based on human ratings of summaries in expository text. Summary- Note. **p<.01. ***p<.001 
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